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Ex. 1 

1. are going to fly; are going to watch; aeroplane 
2. is going to play; is going to ride; bicycle 
3. is going to travel; is going to go; ship 
4. are going to study; are going to walk; are going to take; bus 
5. is going to go; are going to drive; jeep 

 
Ex. 3 ABOUT ME: 
 

I accept all logical and grammatically correct answers. 
 
Ex. 4  

1. Maya and Julian are going to fly on an aeroplane. 
2. Julian isn’t going to stay at a hotel. 
3. Maya and Julian are going to buy clothes. 
4. Maya isn’t going to travel in the summer. 
5. Maya is going to take a taxi. 
6. Maya and Julian aren’t going to visit France. 
7. Julian is going to ride a bicycle. 
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Ex. 5  

1. am going to visit  2. are going to go  3. are going to travel 
4. aren’t going to fly  5. aren’t going to drive 6. aren’t going to use 
7. are going to ride  8. are going to learn  9. is going to take 

 
Ex. 6  

1. is … going to go – Egypt  2. is … going to travel – his / her parents 
3. are … going to get – by ship 4. Are … going to drive – No, they aren’t. 
5. Are … going to teach – Yes, they are. 

 
Ex. 7  

1. isn’t stopping  2. are driving  3. am not taking   4. is riding 
5. is leaving  6. are flying  7. are sailing 
     
Sentences 2, 3, 5 and 6 have got future meaning. 

 
Ex. 8  

1. are … doing  2. am travelling  3. are going  4. are flying 
 5. is taking  6. aren’t staying 7. aren’t sleeping 8. is giving  

9. are … coming 
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Ex. 2  

1. Desert  2. Ocean  3. Reef  4. Forest 5. Mountains  6. Canyon 
 
 

Ex. 3  
1. true    
2. false – There are many trees in a forest.   
3. true 
4. false – A reef is in an ocean.  
5. false – Islands are in water. / Islands have got water all around them. 
6. true 
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Ex. 5  

1. false  2. doesn’t say  3. true  4. false 5. false 6. true 
 
Ex. 6  

1. Las Vegas, Nevada, USA 
2. helicopter 
3. into the active volcano 
4. the North Yungas Road in Bolivia 
5. every year, between 200 and 300 people die in accidents there 


